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Abstract. Type II polar stratospheric cloud particles are
made up of ice that forms by water vapor condensation in
the presence of numerous trace gases, including HCl. These
gaseous species can co-condense with water molecules and
perturb ice structure and reactivity. In order to investigate the
effect of co-condensing dopants on the structure of ice, we
have designed an experimental system where ice films can be
stabilized at 190 K, a temperature relevant to the polar strato-
sphere. We have co-condensed different HCl: H2O gaseous
mixtures, with ratios 5:1, 1:10, 1:50 and 1:200 and studied
the solids formed by infrared spectroscopy. The IR spectra
obtained show that: (1) HCl is likely undergoing ionic dis-
sociation when it is incorporated by co-condensation into the
ice at 190 K; (2) this dissociation is done by several water
molecules per HCl molecule; and (3) significant differences
between our spectra and those of crystalline solids were al-
ways detected, and indicated that in all cases the structure of
our solids retained some disorganized character. Considering
the major impact of HCl on ice structure observed here, and
the well known impact of the structure of solids on their reac-
tivity, we conclude that the actual reactivity of stratospheric
ice particles, that catalyze reactions involved in ozone de-
pletion, may be different from what has been measured in
laboratory experiments that used pure ice.

1 Introduction

Ice plays an important role in physical and chemical at-
mospheric processes such as stratospheric ozone depletion
(Solomon, 1990), rain acidity (Hov et al., 1987; Galloway
and Likens, 1981), ice cores composition (Legrand and
Mayewski, 1997) and snow chemistry (Dominé and Shep-
son, 2002). For example, ice particles that form type II
Polar Stratospheric Clouds (PSCs) catalyze reactions be-
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tween chlorinated species that are inert in the gas phase, and
this catalysis is a key step in stratospheric ozone depletion
(Molina et al., 1993). Based on thermodynamics (Hobbs,
1974) and on observations of ice crystals replica (Goodman
et al., 1989) these ice particles are thought to be made of
Ih crystalline ice. When it forms, ice can incorporate trace
gases by simultaneous condensation of those gases and of
water vapor, a process called co-condensation (Dominé and
Thibert, 1996). It is then legitimate to wonder whether the
incorporation of dopants in atmospheric ice could result in a
modification of its structure and reactivity.

Indeed, recent laboratory studies at temperatures relevant
to the polar stratosphere have come to the conclusion that the
physical properties of ice are affected by its dopant concen-
tration. Livingston et al. (2000), using very high HCl con-
centrations, have measured diffusion coefficients of HCl in
ice of the order of 5× 10−11 cm2/s at 190 K. This is sev-
eral orders of magnitude higher than what could be reason-
ably envisaged for a solid so far from its melting point, and
is much higher than other measured values (Dominé and
Xueref, 2001; Thibert and Dominé, 1997; Wolff et al., 1989).
Dominé and Xueref (2001) have demonstrated that the high
values measured by Livingston et al. (2000) were caused by
the high HCl concentrations, that led to ice amorphization.
The resulting disordered solid then allowed much faster dif-
fusion of impurities.

For a solid, a change in structure can lead to a change
in reactivity. For example, Ferry et al. (1996, 1997) have
shown that H2O simply physisorbs on a perfect crystalline
surface of MgO cleaved in vacuum, while it chemically dis-
sociates when adsorbed at a surface having structural de-
fects. It is therefore important to investigate the potential
impact of dopants on ice structure and reactivity. An inter-
esting dopant is HCl. First of all, it is soluble in ice (Thib-
ert and Domińe, 1997). Second, it can form numerous solid
HCl : H2O mixtures. Several crystalline hydrates can form
(Delzeit et al., 1993; Gilbert and Sheppard, 1973; Vuillard,
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Figure 1. Experimental set-up. 

 
 
 

 

Fig. 1. Experimental set-up.

1955) and at temperatures lower than 110 K, non-crystalline
mixtures are readily formed by co-condensing H2O and HCl
vapors. Third, HCl is of great atmospheric interest, and
its implication in stratospheric ozone destruction (Solomon,
1990) is probably sufficient to warrant detailed studies of its
interactions with ice.

Numerous laboratory studies of HCl-ice interactions have
been performed in recent years, and most of those interested
in the structure of the solids resulting from HCl−H2O co-
condensation have used FTIR spectroscopy as an investiga-
tion tool. Ice has a high vapor pressure at temperatures rele-
vant to the stratosphere and troposphere (Haynes et al., 1992;
Marti and Mauersberger, 1993), and it readily sublimates at
T >180 K in laboratory experiments that use high vacuum
apparatus. For this reason, almost all FTIR studies to date
have been performed atT <180 K.

Among those studies, some have consisted in exposing
pure ice films to gaseous HCl (Ritzhaupt and Devlin, 1991;

Delzeit et al., 1993; Koehler et al., 1993; Banham et al.,
1995; Demirdjian et al., 2002; Toubin et al., 2002). In this
case, HCl and H2O generally form a homogeneous solid on
the ice surface. This solid extends to the whole ice vol-
ume for very high pressures, such as 10 Torr (Delzeit et
al., 1997). It can be crystalline whenT >168 K or non-
crystalline (T <150 K). The heating of the non-crystalline
phase can induce its crystallization, but not systematically
(Banham et al., 1995; Delzeit et al., 1997).

Several studies have shown that HCl is totally dissociated
into ions when incorporated into ice forming above 110 K
(Horn et al., 1992; Delzeit et al., 1993), leading to ice acid-
ification, whereas it stays under its molecular shape below
80 K. The minimum temperature for the formation of ice
by condensation of water vapor in the troposphere and in
the stratosphere is about 188 K, the temperature of forma-
tion of type II PSC ice particles. Thus when incorporated
in ice forming near that temperature, HCl is expected to be
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ionically dissociated (Gertner and Hynes, 1996), but this re-
mains to be proven experimentally.

The co-condensation process has not been studied at tem-
peratures of stratospheric interest. Several authors (Horn
et al., 1995; Delzeit et al., 1993; Ritzhaupt and Devlin,
1991; Gilbert and Sheppard, 1972; Ferriso and Hornig, 1955,
1953; Ault and Pimentel, 1973) have focused on the co-
condensation of HCl and H2O below 168 K, followed by
a heating of the sample. The solids formed were non-
crystalline and had the same composition as the condens-
ing gaseous mixtures. At these low temperatures, the nu-
cleation of HCl hydrates formed by co-condensation is thus
apparently difficult. However, Gilbert and Sheppard (1973)
observed that heating the solids formed at low temperature
above 150 K initiates their crystallization. Horn et al. (1995)
also observed the beginning of crystallization, at 160 K.

Furthermore, it is known that the quantity of HCl incor-
porated by co-condensation into ice follows a kinetics law,
and at 190 K, this amount is about four times bigger than the
thermodynamic solubility of HCl in ice (Domińe and Thib-
ert, 1996). Considering this fact, it is relevant to ask which
phases HCl and H2O will form together. HCl−H2O phase di-
agrams (Thibert and Dominé, 1997) show five solid phases at
190 K: four hydrates (mono-, di-, tri- and hexa-hydrates) and
a solid solution of HCl in ice. But since HCl is incorporated
in excess in the co-condensation process, H2O and HCl are
not in thermodynamic equilibrium and therefore they could
form: 1) a supersaturared homogeneous solid solution of HCl
in ice, 2) an heterogeneous solid made of one or several hy-
drates and of a solid solution of HCl in ice, and/or 3) the HCl
in excess could diffuse to the surface and then escape into
the surrounding air, thus leading to a solid solution in ther-
modynamic equilibrium. In a previous study (Dominé and
Xueref, 2001), we have reported preliminary results show-
ing that the co-condensation of a gaseous mixture HCl: H2O
1:50 at 190 K formed a non-crystalline HCl−H2O solid. As
far as we Know, Domińe and Xueref (2001) is the only study
that showed results on the co-condensation of gaseous HCl
and water vapor above 168 K and especially at 190 K. These
results are complemented here by a study showing the co-
condensation of gaseous HCl: H2O ratios of 5:1, 1:10 and
1:200 at 190 K, with the following aims: 1) to determine the
chemical state under which HCl is incorporated into the ice
formed by co-condensation; 2) to identify the solid phases
formed; and 3) to understand the impact of the incorporated
HCl on the ice structure.

2 Methods

2.1 Experimental set-up

In order to avoid ice sublimation, we have based our set-up
(Fig. 1) on a stainless steel condensation cell of reduced vol-
ume (∼12 cm3). It is made of a stainless steel body and of 2

copper plates, which support 2 silicon windows that are con-
nected to the closed cycle helium cryostat. This configuration
ensures that the windows will be slightly colder than the cell
body and that vapor condensation will take place preferen-
tially on the windows. The temperature of the cell window
is monitored by a silicon diode. The condensation cell is
surrounded by an ultra-high vacuum cell to insulate it from
ambient air. With this set-up, we were able to stabilize ice
films for several hours at 190 K (Xueref, 1999).

The doped ice films were made in the condensation cell
by admitting HCl and H2O vapors into the cell, and con-
densation on the Si windows was observed by FTIR spec-
troscopy, using a Nicolet 800 spectrometer with a 2 cm−1

resolution. Vapors are brought in by stainless steel tubes
connected to a glass bulb containing an HCl solution. The
concentration of the solution is chosen so that the ratio of
the HCl and H2O vapor pressures above the solution corre-
sponds to that desired for the condensation mixture, using the
data of Fritz and Fulget (1956). The condensation cell and
the tubing are evacuated by a turbo-molecular pump. Before
the condensation process, the mean vacuum is∼10−5 Torr
or better. The total pressure is controlled before and after
the condensation cell, using high precision MKS Baratrons
gauges (1 Torr and 0.1 Torr full scale). Another turbomolec-
ular pump is used to evacuate the surrounding high vacuum
cell down to∼10−8 Torr. This cell is equipped with two KBr
windows aligned with the inner cell Si windows.

HCl adsorbs onto stainless steel (Thibert and Dominé,
1997) and conditioning of the stainless steel tubing was re-
quired to ensure that the gas composition in the condensation
cell was the same as in the bulb. Two methods were used, that
both gave satisfactory results. In the first one, the gas mix-
ture was left flowing through the tubings and the condensa-
tion cell heated to∼318 K for about 3 h. The flow was then
stopped, the cell cooled down, and gases were re-admitted
through the conditioned tubes. In the second method, the
cell, cooled to 190 K, and the tubings were conditioned for
3 h with a flow of N2 containing∼10 ppm of HCl. In prin-
ciple, neither method is perfect. In the first one, the condi-
tioning of the cell is at a temperature higher than that used
in the experiments. In the second one, water is absent, and
dry HCl adsorbs less on stainless steel than does wet HCl. In
practice, however, and even though we did not measure the
gas phase composition inside our cell, we observed that the
spectral bands positions did not change during condensation,
that lasted for up to several hours. From this observation,
we deduced that conditioning was adequate, and that no HCl
uptake by the tubing surfaces was taking place during our
experiments.

2.2 Spectral references

The analysis of our spectra will be made by comparison with
those of crystalline and non-crystalline solids made up of
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HCl.H2O ; (b) monohydrate of HCl ; (c) dihydrate of HCl ; (d) trihydrate of HCl. Note that 

Delzeit et al. assigned (d) to the tetrahydrate of HCl, but that hydrate does not exist (see text). 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. IR spectra of HCl−H2O solids (after Delzeit et al., 1993),
recorded on a sample made by condensing a HCl: H2O 1:1 gaseous
mixture at 15 K(a), heated at 155 K(b), then at 195 K(c) and finally
at 215 K(d). Spectra assignments: (a) non-crystalline solid of com-
position HCl.H2O; (b) monohydrate of HCl; (c) dihydrate of HCl;
(d) trihydrate of HCl. Note that Delzeit et al. assigned (d) to the
tetrahydrate of HCl, but that hydrate does not exist (see text).

HCl and H2O, that have been reported in the literature. The
available spectra are briefly reviewed below.

2.2.1 Spectra of HCl hydrates

The spectra of HCl hydrates have been recorded by several
authors and have been given different assignments (Delzeit et
al., 1993; Ritzhaupt and Devlin, 1991; Gilbert and Sheppard,
1973; Ferriso and Hornig, 1955, 1953; Ault and Pimentel,
1973). We show here the spectral assignments of some of
these solids given by Delzeit et al. (1993) on Fig. 2 and by
Ritzhaupt and Devlin (1991) on Fig. 3. The assignments
given by the authors to the mono-, di- and hexa-hydrates
seem to us reliable. However, as already mentioned by Ban-
ham et al. (1995), and as visible on available phase diagrams
(e.g. Vuillard, 1955; Thibert and Dominé, 1997), the tetrahy-
drate discussed by Delzeit et al. (1993) does not exist, and
the solid in question is certainly the trihydrate.

2.2.2 Spectra of non-crystalline solids of composition
HCl.nH2O

Delzeit et al. (1993) and Ritzhaupt et al. (1991) have pub-
lished the spectra of non-crystalline HCl−H2O solids of
HCl : H2O compositions 1:1, 1:2, 1:4, and 1–6. (Fig. 4).

Table 1. Structure and detailed formula of the hydrates of HCl

Hydrate Structure Formula

Monohydrate1 Rhomboedric H3O+.Cl−

Dihydrate2 Monoclinic H5O+

2 .Cl−

Trihydrate3 Monoclinic H5O2
+ Cl−.H2O

Hexahydrate4 Orthorhombic H7O+

3 Cl−.H2O

1 Yoon and Carpenter (1959);
2 Lundgren and Olovsson (1967a);
3 Lundgren and Olovsson (1967b);
4 Taesler and Lundgren (1978).

Note that those authors called those solids “amorphous hy-
drates”, but we will not use that terminology: in this study,
we choose to define “hydrates” as fully crystallized solids.
Therefore, for a compound with a disorganized feature, we
will prefer the term “non-crystalline solid”.

2.2.3 Vibrating entities and origin of the bands of ice and
HCl.nH2O solids spectra

The vibrational spectra of ice have been extensively studied
(Hardin and Harvey, 1973; Bertie and Whalley, 1964). The
bands centered around 3200 cm−1 and 1600 cm−1 are mainly
due to the stretching and to the bending of H2O molecules,
respectively. The bands around 800 cm−1 and 2200 cm−1 are
assigned to libration modes of these molecules.

Spectra of crystalline and non-crystalline HCl.nH2O
solids are also Known. These solids have complex struc-
tures and compositions. They are mainly made up of H2O
and hydrated hydronium ions H2x+1O+

x , and can also contain
H2x+1O+

x .Cl− or HCl.H2O complexes at low temperature.
The hydrates of HCl are fully made of hydrated hydronium
ions, with various numbers of water molecules, and of H2O
molecules. Their exact composition is given in Table 1. The
non-crystalline solids are characterized by structural disor-
der, and therefore their spectra show a broadening of the ab-
sorption bands, compared to the spectra of hydrates. These
disorganized solids can contain entities similar to those of
the crystalline solids but also HCl.H2O complexes if they
are made at temperatures lower than 110 K (Horn et al.,
1992). Despite the structural and compositional complexity
of HCl.nH2O crystalline and non-crystalline solids, band as-
signments could be made in the following absorption regions
(Delzeit et al., 1993; Ritzhaupt and Devlin, 1991; Horn et al.,
1992):

– the bands with wavenumbersk<2200 cm−1 are due to:
(1) the fundamental modes of the H3O+ ion and of the
H2O molecule, with torsion and libration modes of H2O
and H3O+ around 700 cm−1, the symmetric bending
mode ν2 of H3O+ around 1100 cm−1 and the asym-
metric bending mode of H3O+ around 1700 cm−1; and
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Fig. 3. IR spectra of hydrates of HCl (after Ritzhaupt and Devlin,
1991) recorded on samples made by condensing HCl: H2O 1:4(a)
and 1:6(b) gaseous mixtures at 80 K, then heated at 175 K (a) and
180 K (b). Spectra assignments: (a) Trihydrate of HCl; (b) Hexahy-
drate of HCl. Again, Ritzhaupt and Devlin initially assigned (a) to
the tetrahydrate of HCl).

(2) a combination of different modes of H3O+ around
2100 cm−1

– the bands withk>2800 cm−1 are due to the stretching
modes of the OH groups of the H2x+1O+

x ions and of
H2O

– the band around 2500 cm−1 that can be observed on the
spectra of the non-crystalline solids HCl: H2O 1+x:1,
1:1 and 1:2 formed below 85 K, is attributed to: (1) a
stretching mode of the H3O+ ion when it is associated
to the Cl− ion (ionic complex H3O+.Cl−); and/or (2)
the molecular complex HCl.H2O.

3 Results

Infrared spectra of our samples are shown on Figs. 5 to 8. The
weak intensity doublet around 2350 cm−1 is due to ambient
carbon dioxide present on the path of the IR beam. This dou-
blet could not be avoided due to the unpredictability of am-
bient air composition. The sharp bands between 2750 cm−1
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Fig. 4. Spectra of HCl−H2O non-crystalline solids (after Delzeit et
al., 1993 and Ritzhaupt and Devlin, 1991) formed by the conden-
sation, at the temperature mentioned below, of gaseous mixtures of
composition:(a) (1 + x)HCl.H2O (x > 0), at 15 K;(b) HCl.H2O at
85 K; (c) HCl.2H2O at 85 K;(d) HCl.4H2O at 80 K;(e)HCl.6H2O
at 80 K.

and 3050 cm−1 and in the range 1600 cm−1 to 3700 cm−1 are
caused by gaseous HCl and water vapor, respectively.

3.1 Condensation of a HCl: H2O 5:1 gaseous mixture at
190 K

The evolution of the IR spectrum during the growth of a solid
formed by the condensation of a HCl: H2O 5:1 mixture at
190 K is shown on Fig. 5. While band positions remain con-
stant, their shapes evolve during the first 10 min of condensa-
tion, and then remains stable until the end of the experiment
(35 min). We define a transitory regime that corresponds to
the first 10 min of the experiment, followed by a stationary
one characterized as follows.

– In the transitory regime, the sample spectrum is simi-
lar to that of the non-crystalline solid of composition
HCl.2H2O (Fig. 4c): the absorption bands show simi-
lar shapes and frequencies, for all wavenumbers above
900 cm−1 (below that frequency, our signal to noise ra-
tio is degraded by some IR diffusion and we will there-
fore not make any comparison in that low frequency re-
gion). However, we did not measure the composition of
the solid formed, and its composition may not be exactly
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Fig. 5. Temporal development of the infrared spectrum of a sample
made by condensing a gaseous mixture HCl: H2O 5:1 at 190 K.
Spectra(a), (b) and(c) correspond respectively to 5, 10 and 35 min
after the beginning of the deposition process.

HCl : H2O 1:2. Our spectrum shows a shoulder at
2930 cm−1, while the spectrum of the HCl.2H2O non-
crystalline solid shows a shoulder around 2580 cm−1.
Besides the possibility that the composition of both
solids may be slightly different, these small differences
may be due to:

– the shoulder at 2930 cm−1 in our spectrum is in
the OH stretching mode region. It can be due to
a greater distribution of the H-bonding strengths
in this solid than in that discussed by Delzeit et
al. (1993) and which was formed by the conden-
sation of gases at 85 K (Fig. 4). Whenever they ex-
ist between two neighboring water molecules or be-
tween one water molecule and a neighboring H3O+

ion, these H-bonds induce a shift of the OH groups
stretching frequency toward lowerk values. Their
strength is therefore more important, meaning for
example, that two neighboring oxygen atoms are
closer, or that intermolecular coupling is stronger.

– the shoulder around 2580 cm−1 is present on the
spectrum of the non-crystalline solid of composi-
tion HCl.2H2O (formed at 85 K) and not on our
spectrum (film formed at 190 K). Our interpreta-
tion of this is that at 190 K, HCl is totally ionized,
while at 85 K, HCl remains molecular or is solvated
by only one molecule, presumably because of lim-
ited solid state mobility of molecules at 85 K. At
190 K, on the contrary, molecular HCl cannot ex-
ist anymore in the solid state (Honig and Hook,
1960; Hornig and Osberg, 1955), and faster molec-
ular motion allows solvation by more than one H2O
molecule. This suggestion of complete ionization
of HCl at 190 K is consistent with previous stud-

ies (Delzeit et al., 1993; Gertner and Hynes, 1996;
Horn et al., 1992; Packer and Clary, 1995).

– In the permanent regime (Fig. 5c), the absorption bands
of our spectrum and those of the dihydrate of HCl
(Fig. 2c) are similar in frequencies, and to a lesser extent
in shapes. We observe 2 main bands in the OH stretch-
ing mode region, with a shoulder near 3300 cm−1, a
sharp band at 1700 cm−1 with a shoulder at 1600 cm−1,
and 2 main unresolved bands in the OH asymetric bend-
ing mode region around 1060 cm−1 and 1200 cm−1. In
our spectrum, however, bands are less sharp than in the
dihydrate spectrum, implying that crystallization is in-
complete. The hydrated hydronium ions thus have a
wider range of environments in our sample than in the
HCl dihydrate.

An interesting observation is that a 5:1 mixture forms
a 1:2 solid. Molecular HCl cannot be stabilized in the
solid phase at 190 K, and it needs to be solvated. The
richest possible HCl concentration is therefore 1:1, but
HCl is very volatile (Honig and Hook, 1960; Hornig and
Osberg, 1955), and at 190 K, tremendous pressures are
probably needed to stabilize a solid of 1:1 composition
(Thibert and Domińe, 1997). We observe that under the
conditions used, only a solid of 1:2 composition can be
stabilized. Modeling studies (Gertner and Hynes, 1996;
Packer and Clary, 1995) have also shown that the in-
corporation of HCl in ice at 190 K is much easier when
several water molecules participate in its solvation.

In conclusion, these results show that the condensation of
a gaseous mixture HCl: H2O 5:1 at 190 K leads to the rapid
formation of a solid whose IR spectrum is close to that of
a non-crystalline solid of composition HCl.2H2O formed at
85 K, although our sample appears to have a wider H-bond
strength distribution. The sample re-organizes itself in about
10 min and partial crystallization to a solid resembling the
dihydrate takes place.

3.2 Condensation of HCl: H2O 1:n gaseous mixtures at
190 K withn=10, 50 and 200

Results obtained by condensing gaseous mixtures with
HCl : H2O ratios 1:10, 1:50 and 1:200 are shown in Fig. 6.
As in the case of the 5:1 gas mixture, spectral shapes evolved
during condensation to stabilize after 12, 11 and 15 min, for
the 1:10, 1:50 and 1:200 ratios, respectively, but these evolu-
tion sequences did not show any feature that would deserve
detailed discussion, especially considering that the evolution
of the 1:50 mixture has already been reported by Dominé and
Xueref (2001). Figure 6 shows the spectra of the stabilized
solids. The 3 spectra of the 1:10, 1:50 and 1:200 mixtures
are fairly similar, with the OH stretching band becoming nar-
rower as the HCl fraction decreases. Comparisons between
these stabilized spectra and those of hydrates (Figs. 2 and 3)
and non-crystalline solids (Figs. 4 and 6) indicate that the
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solids formed in our experiments are non-crystalline. The
solid formed by the 1:10 gaseous mixture appears to have a
composition in the 1:2 to 1:4 range, while those formed by
the 1:50 and 1:200 gaseous mixtures both appear to be in the
composition range 1:4 to 1:6 (Fig. 6).

The species forming these solids can be qualitatively de-
termined by the analysis of the band positions. Note that
in the HCl : H2O 1:200 case, a defect in the parallelism of
both faces of the Si window resulted in undulations in the
spectrum. A mathematical correction was applied (Xueref,
1999), but residual undulations remain, and these should not
be interpreted as bands. They are particularly visible around
1300 cm−1, and around 2100 cm−1 and 2600 cm−1.

– As for the HCl: H2O 5:1 condensation study, no spectra
showed any absorption peak around 2500 cm−1, mean-
ing there is neither any HCl.H2O nor H3O+.Cl− com-
plex in the samples. HCl is thus ionized and Cl− is sol-
vated by several water molecules.

– The positions of the bands between 1000 and
2200 cm−1 correspond relatively well to the frequencies
of the internal bending modes of H3O+ (ν2∼1100 cm−1

andν4∼1700,cm−1) as well as to the frequency of the
combination band of H3O+ modes around 2100 cm−1.

– Above 2600 cm−1 (region of the OH groups stretching
modes for H2O and H3O+), our sample spectra are char-
acterized by a broad band centered around 3350 cm−1.
The oxygen atoms of the water molecules or hydro-
nium ions therefore undergo H-bondings of different
strengths, meaning several types of environments are
possible. Indeed, a distribution of H-bond strengths is
likely, since the intensities of the interactions between
H2O/H2x+1O+

x , H2O/Cl−, and H2O/H2O are certainly
not of the same strengths. The band width also increase
with the HCl concentration, as expected from a higher
distribution of H-bond energies in the samples more
concentrated in HCl.

In conclusion, the condensation of HCl: H2O 1:n with
n=10, 50 and 200 at 190 K leads to the formation of non-
crystalline solids of compositions in the ranges 1:2 and 1:4,
1:4 and 1:6, and 1:4 and 1:6, respectively. HCl is fully
ionized by several water molecules that interact with hydro-
nium and chlorine ions, leading to a solid made of H2x+1O+

x
and Cl− ions, and water molecules. Different H-bonding
strengths are observed between these species and/or the wa-
ter molecules.

3.3 Comparison of the samples spectra with ice Ih and
amorphous ice spectra

Figure 7 compares the spectra of iceIh and amorphous ice
(Trotta, 1996) with those of our stabilized samples. Figure 8
details ansd superposes the OH stretch region. Two obser-
vations can be stressed. First, for the 3 more dilute compo-
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Fig. 6. Comparison of the spectra of our samples made by condens-
ing HCl : H2O gaseous mixtures of ratios 1:200(a), 1:50 (b) and
1:10 (c) at 190 K, with those of non-crystalline solids of composi-
tion HCl : H2O 1:6(d), 1:4(e)and 1:2(f) from Delzeit et al. (1993)
and Ritzhaupt and Devlin (1991).

sitions, the band shapes and frequencies in the OH stretch
region resemble more those of amorphous ice than those of
crystalline ice, which is consistent with the interpretation
that our samples are non-crystalline solids. HCl provokes
an amorphization of ice, and the magnitude of this effect in-
creases with the HCl concentration. Second, the OH stretch
band is more intense between 2800 cm−1 and∼3190 cm−1

than for ice, and this intensity increases with the HCl concen-
tration. This suggests that this spectral region is associated
to OH-group stretch in the hydrated hydronium ions and in
the H2x+1O+

x .Cl− complexes contained in the samples, and
whose concentrations increase with that of HCl. These ob-
servations highlight the strong perturbation produced by HCl
on ice structure and the mechanism of incorporation of HCl
into ice by ionic solvation with several water molecules per
HCl molecule.
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Fig. 7. Comparison of the spectra of our samples with those of crys-
talline (a) and amorphous ice(b) from Trotta (1996). Our samples
were made at 190 K by deposition of HCl: H2O gaseous mixtures
of ratios 1:200(c), 1:50(d), 1:10(e)and 5:1(f).

In the case of the more concentrated 5:1 mixture, the solid
formed appears more crystalline than the other samples, as
its spectrum fairly closely resembles that of the dihydrate
(cf. Fig. 2, spectrum c). This point is discussed below.

4 Discussion

As pointed out in the introduction, this study had three main
goals: define the chemical state in which HCl is incorporated
into ice during co-condensation with H2O at 190 K; deter-
mine the phases that HCl and H2O form together; and under-
stand the effect of HCl on ice structure. These points are dis-
cussed below and the conclusions are used for atmospheric
applications in the next section.

4.1 HCl chemical state

According to our interpretation, our results show for the first
time that HCl is dissociated ionically into HCl: H2O mix-
tures co-condensed at 190 K. This was expected, after the
works of Horn et al. (1992) who observed this ionization
process by exposing ice to DCl at 110 K, and of Delzeit et
al. (1993) who heated an HCl: H2O solid formed at 85 K
to 150 K and observed the transformation of the HCl.H2O
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Fig. 8. Comparison of IR absorption bands in the OH stretching
mode region.(a) Crystalline ice;(b) amorphous ice, from Trotta
(1996);(c) gaseous HCl: H2O mixture of composition 1:200 con-
densed at 190 K;(d) ibid, mixture 1:50;(e) mixture 1:10;(f) mix-
ture 5:1.

molecular complex into the H3O+.Cl− ionic complex. How-
ever, the novelty of this study is that we investigated by IR
spectroscopy solids formed at 190 K, i.e. at a temperature sig-
nificantly higher than in previous studies. Furthermore, the
absence of the ionic complex H3O+.Cl−, indicated by the ab-
sence of the characteristic band, implies that the hydronium
ions produced by the ionization of HCl are likely hydrated
into H2x+1O+

x . This is also supported by the fact that hy-
drated hydronium ions are present in HCl hydrates (Table 1).
Those solids and our samples are likely made of similar vi-
brating species with similar absorption bands.

4.2 Phase

Our results show that in all cases, the co-condensation of HCl
and H2O at 190 K forms a non-crystalline phase. HCl is sta-
bilized in the solid by several waters of hydration. Crystal-
lization is almost complete in the 5:1 mixture, that forms a
1:2 solid, possibly because there are fewer waters of hydra-
tion, and molecular mobility is less hindered. In the other
mixtures, with less HCl, there are more waters of hydra-
tion, and this may result in interactions that produce larger,
less mobile clusters, thus preventing molecular rearrange-
ment and crystallization. HCl was thus in all cases incor-
porated in an homogeneous non-crystalline or incompletely
crystallized phase.

4.3 Structure

While the condensation of pure water vapor at 190 K in-
volves the formation of crystalline iceIh, the condensa-
tion of gaseous mixtures HCl: H2O 1:n,n≥10, forms non-
crystalline solids: the network of the crystalline ice is
thus deformed by the incorporation of HCl, and this effect
increases with the HCl concentration. It is remarkable that
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the condensation of a mixture with a HCl: H2O ratio as low
as 1:200 manifests itself by structural deformations of the
ice as important as those observed here. This implies that
the interactions between HCl and H2O are both intense and
multiple, one single HCl molecule being likely to interact
strongly with several water molecules simultaneously. This
again confirms our explanation of an incorporation of HCl by
ionic solvation by several water molecules.

There are some differences in the structure of the differ-
ent samples. On the one hand, we have seen that the non-
crystalline solid formed by condensing a gaseous mixture
HCl : H2O 5:1 reorganizes itself in about 10 min into a com-
pound close to the dihydrate of HCl. On the other hand, in
the 3 more dilute cases, the non-crystalline samples do not
reorganize themselves, neither into a single crystalline struc-
ture, nor into a mixture of crystalline structures, that could be
ice and a hydrate. The difference between the more concen-
trated and the more dilute mixtures deserve discussion. The
dihydrate of HCl is uniquely made of H5O+

2 ions and Cl−

ions: it does not contain water molecules. Since the solid
formed at the beginning of the condensation is close to the
non-crystalline compound of composition HCl.2H2O, one
can therefore suppose that it is also mainly made of the ionic
species H2x+1O+

x and Cl−. The motions (diffusion or/and
rotations) necessary to reorganize the solid into a crystalline
structure are thus small compared to those required in the
case of the more concentrated mixtures. In order to form
distinct crystallites of ice and hydrates of HCl, the ions of
these solids would have to travel through the water molecules
that are surrounding them. Another likely process of reorga-
nization would be the degassing of the molecules and ions
contained in the solids toward the surrounding air. But here
also, the molecules would have to diffuse through the solid.
The differences of structural organization between the solid
formed by condensing a HCl: H2O 5:1 gaseous mixture and
the solids formed by condensing the mixtures HCl: H2O 1:n
with n≥10 are likely to come from a limitation of the solid
phase motions of the H2x+1O+

x and Cl− ions.

5 Atmospheric applications

This work provides the first direct experimental evidence that
at 190 K, the chemical state of HCl in polar stratospheric het-
erogeneous reactions is likely to be ionic, under the form
of choride and hydrated hydronium ions. These results are
important for future experimental and modeling studies on
stratospheric heterogeneous chemistry.

Furthermore, ice that forms type II PSCs condenses in
the presence of HCl. Our results show that this dopant will
be incorporated and is likely to modify ice structure. The
HCl : H2O mixing ratio in the winter polar stratosphere is
about 1/2500 (Chu et al., 1993; Marti and Mauersberger,
1993), i.e. 12.5 times less than the smallest mixing ratio we
have studied (1/200). However, for this latter ratio, the ob-

served impact of HCl on ice structure is large enough to pro-
duce very important spectral modifications. It thus appears
reasonable to suggest that in the polar stratosphere, the co-
condensation of HCl with H2O will also perturb ice struc-
ture. At this point, it appears prematurate to speculate on
the magnitude of this effect, and in particular it is not certain
that it will be large enough to affect ice crystallinity. How-
ever, it seems very likely that a large number of defects will
be created.

HCl is not the single trace gas present when PSCs’ par-
ticles are forming. HNO3 is also in the surrounding phase
(PHNO3∼4×10−8 Torr; Molina et al., 1993). This gas can
thus also be incorporated into PSC ice. Like HCl, HNO3 is
a strong acid that can interact strongly with water molecules.
Its incorporation into ice could therefore contribute to a per-
turbation of the ice network and modify its properties.

Furthermore, type Ia PSCs particles are thought to be
made of nitric acid trihydrate (Voigt et al., 2000). If dopants
are incorporated into this crystalline solid during their con-
densation, its structure and reactivity may also be perturbed.

The influence of surface morphology of materials on their
reactivity has already been highlighted by several authors,
e.g. Ferry et al. (1996, 1997), Langel and Parrinello (1994,
1995), Scamehorn et al. (1994), Madix (1996), Van der
Vegt (1992), Tersoff (1994), Pimpinelli and Villain (1998),
Nayakama et al. (1999). The catalytic properties of ice in the
presence of dopants that perturb its structure may then be dif-
ferent from those of pure crystalline Ih ice. The parameters
(sticking coefficients, surface coverage, reaction probability)
involved into the quantification of the stratospheric heteroge-
neous reactions at the type II PSCs’ particles surfaces have
been until now measured in laboratory on pureIh ice (e.g.
Hanson and Ravishankara, 1992; Rieley et al., 1995; De
More et al., 1994; Fluckiger et al., 2000; Aguzzi and Rossi,
2002; Hynes et al., 2002). Their actual values are therefore
not necessarily representative of ice with a structural disor-
der. Our study suggests that these parameters should be mea-
sured again on ice doped with trace gases like HCl and HNO3
in order to get values that can be applied with greater confi-
dence to the stratosphere.
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